
Sports Day 
Please find the                       

information you 

need for next 

week, here. 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

Dear Parents/Carers, 

Today you should have received your child’s End of Year Report, either by email 

or paper copy. I hope you enjoy reading them and are as proud as I am of your 

children and their achievements this year. 

We are entering our last full week next week, as children will be breaking up the 

following week on Wednesday 21st July at their normal finishing times, between 

3.05pm and 3.20pm. After-School club will run as normal on this day. 

May I remind you that, as COVID rates continue to increase in the community, 

please keep encouraging the children to wash their hands frequently and please 

keep wearing facemasks at the gate.  

I would also like to say a big Well Done to class 4B for achieving top class for 

attendance this week! 

I wish you and your families a restful weekend, 

Justin Gray 

Headteacher 

Damage to Staff Car 
Sadly, one of the staff cars has been damaged twice this week by 

young children playing unsupervised. On the second                       

occasion, the windscreen was left cracked. If you collect your     

children from the main entrance, it is essential that they are                 

supervised, most importantly for their safety and but also to                 

respect the cars of the staff who work so hard for them and for 

you.   

https://sway.office.com/CEsIR7j001HBgghK?ref=Link


Lubina for brilliant listening skills and                    

always being ready and eager to learn.    

Lily for fantastic phonics, lily is trying hard 

to segment and blend so well done lily!   

Oliver for looking after our chicks this 

week and being super brave holding them 

even though they’re getting bigger by the 

day!    

Jessica for fantastic and sensible work in 

her phonics sessions, Jessica is really                   

becoming more confident which is lovely to 

see!    

Emanuel for coming back to school from a long stint away with a fantastic attitude to 

his learning.    

 

Lilly for showing a good developing understanding of odd and even numbers in her 

maths.   

 

Ivyleigh for some super sentence writing about how to look after our world in English 

this week.   

 

Ross for contributing some fantastic ideas and vocabulary in our carpet sessions this 

week. 

 

 

Kobie for gaining confidence in his peer groups and 

building relationships with friends in Time for Twos. 

Logan for great attitude and learning in 
maths with sharing for division 
 
Noah for great discussion about the Owl 
and The Pussycat   
 
Shane for great improvement in phonic  
 
Hope for great discussion and technique 
with planning our clay tiles 



Sophie for a fantastic effort in her maths recently. She is really showing                                   

improvement in explaining her reasoning  
 

Callum for a huge improvement in his reading retrieval skills   
 

Ellamai for great inferences in explaining how a character feels.    
 

Elliott for being a great friend to others and taking care of friends when they are                 

upset. 

Mia-Star for outstanding technique 

throwing the Javelin.   

 

Liam for contributing a range of fronted 

adverbials to our shared writing.   

 

Armaan for showing a good knowledge 

of religious places of worship.   

 

Alfie for showing an increasing maturity 

ready for Year 4.   

Isaac for trying really hard to write a    

story sequence    

 

Jacob for making positive and valuable 

contribution in all lessons.   

 

Paula for showing perseverance in 

maths lessons learning about fractions.    

 

Lacey for always being an outstanding 

pupil, showing exemplary behaviour at 

all times.   

 

 

Amelia for an excellent rounder in our PE lesson 

Jayden for excellent ideas in his informal letter 

Harrison for using a range of clause structures in his informal letter 

Gurkaran for recognising equivalent fractions when adding and subtracting fractions 

with different denominators 



 

Layla for coming up with some fantastic compound and complex sentences in writing this 

week.   

Alexis for returning to school and showing a great effort to catch up with work she has 

missed.   

Reece for being a fantastic demonstrator when looking at shooting during PE this week   

Jayden for showing a fantastic attitude towards his writing, including extra sessions with Mr 

Parker. 

Tyler S for taking great pride in his writing and creating a fantastic biography about 

Greta Thunberg.   

Matilda for working hard to find missing angles on a straight line and at a point.   

Harvey for excellent fact retrieval and showing great interest in the Blitz.   

Harinoor for fantastic presentation, when drawing angles, in Maths. 

 

 

Olivia for her wonderful work identifying rhyming pairs and patterns in poetry  

Jaden for some great work calculating missing angles around a point.   

Keal for his really thoughtful discussions during PSHE sessions.   

Roxann for always applying herself to her work across the curriculum.   

 

Lenny (N) Tommie-Lee (N) Tia-Rose (1T) Lester (3D) Millie (3D) Evie (3G) Kody (5B) 

Mrs Garrish is proud of: 

Logan (1T) for coming into the Dining Room with his peers, William (4M) and Amelia 

(4M) for being helpful in the Dining Room 

 


